
COVID-era Met League Rules Clarification (09-Jan-2022)

All relays for all matches shall be started by 10:00 PM (at the latest) on the actual shooting 
date for that match.  The team score sheet shall be finalized that evening.  (This is to help 
ensure team scores are tabulated and submitted in a timely manner.)

It is acknowledged that a team may postpone a match as necessary due to weather, power 
outages, or other "acts of God."  The Met. League Statistician (Jim Crane) shall be notified as 
soon as possible if a match is delayed.
 
Targets shall be numbered and registered to the specific shooter on the team's score sheet 
for that specific match BEFORE the targets are fired upon.
 
All targets are to be fired in a relay supervised by, and in the presence of, a certified Met. 
League Range Officer.  No Range Officer may shoot on a relay that he/she is supervising. 
 
All targets shall be scored by one person and checked by another on the day the targets are 
shot.  Scores shall be entered on the team's official score sheet the same day the targets are 
shot.
 
If the use of a plug is necessary for scoring a target, all plugging shall be done in the 
presence of both the Scorer and the Checker.
 
For the purpose of COVID social distancing / prevention ONLY, it is permitted that a shooter 
and a certified Met. League Range Officer may plan a relay before the shooter's team's 
"actual" shooting date for that match.  The relay must be fired no more than five (5) days prior
to the team's planned shooting date for that match, but every effort should be made to shoot 
as close as possible to the team's planned shooting date and time. 
 
The certified Met. League Range Officer may be on a different team, but the relay shall be 
fired at the shooter's home range.  It is the responsibility of the shooter to work with his/her 
Team Director as necessary to ensure that the Range Officer has access to the team's official 
score sheet for that match.  The Range Officer shall score the targets, and the shooter shall 
check them.  The scores shall be entered on the team's official score sheet by the Range 
Officer.
 


